Jean Goldkette’s Post-Bix Recordings:
The Don Redman Arrangements - Part Two
By Nick Dellow and Albert Haim
Introduction
In Part One, the authors examined theories expounded by
several writers and discographers that sidemen from McKinney’s
Cotton Pickers took part in recordings made in 1928 and 1929
by Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra, specifically those featuring
arrangements written by Don Redman. Information was given
on the post-Bix Goldkette bands that played in Kansas City and
Chicago in 1927 and 1928, as well as the Detroit-based
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, which Goldkette also managed.
Early theories and discographical listings were presented,
together with previously unpublished documents, including
original Victor recording sheets. The suggestion that McKinney
men took part on the Goldkette orchestra’s recording of That’s
Just My Way Of Forgetting You, which was the first of the Don
Redman arrangements that the band recorded, was considered
in detail.

of existence as a broadcasting station, W-G-N, the Chicago
Tribune station on the Drake hotel, enters upon the 1928-’29
season of broadcasting with plans complete for some of the most
unusual programs ever presented by an individual
broadcaster....Jazz music during the coming season will be taken
care of by two stellar organizations, Coon Sanders’ Nighthawks
and Jean Goldkette’s recording orchestra....Coon-Sanders started
broadcasting regularly from W-G-N last week, while the Goldkette
orchestra is scheduled to begin programs within the next ten
days.”

Note that the WGN orchestra, like the Trianon band before it,
is described as Goldkette’s “recording orchestra”, in which
capacity it recorded for Victor until mid-1929, with the sides
being labelled “Jean Goldkette’s Orchestra” or “Jean Goldkette
and his Orchestra”. Amongst these recordings are the Don
Redman-arranged sides discussed in this article. Incidentally, the
Several newspaper articles concerning the Jean Goldkette Drake Hotel was only a couple of hundred yards from Victor’s
orchestra’s engagement at the Trianon Ballroom in Chicago from recording studios on North Michigan Avenue.
June to October 1928 were discovered by the authors after Part
One of the article was published. Of these, an announcement As with the Pla-Mor and Trianon bands, Jean Goldkette rarely
that appeared in the Hyde Park Herald of October 5, 1928 is of conducted the WGN outfit himself, even though WGN’s execuparticular significance as it refers to the band as the “Victor tives named it “Jean Goldkette and his WGN Dance Orchestra”.
Recording Orchestra”, an appellation highlighted in Part One. It would have been virtually impossible for him to do so on a
Here is the relevant text from the news item:
regular basis as he was based in Detroit. In any case, the radio
audiences who tuned in nightly to WGN to listen to the band
“The Trianon ballroom at Cottage Grove and 62nd Street has would have been oblivious to his absence. As far as the authors’
added to their 1928-29 dance season....the Trianon Jean researches have determined, Harold Stokes relinquished his role
Goldkette Victor Recording Orchestra will hold the feature as conductor-director only once, on the occasion Goldkette
position until about 11.15 Saturday night, when along comes Dell
Lampe and his former Trianon orchestra from the Avalon and
Capitol theatres and from then on the orchestras alternate in
rapid succession.”
This arrangement ended rather abruptly, just two weeks after
the announcement was made. Jean Goldkette had successfully
negotiated another lucrative engagement for his Chicago band,
one which was, through the burgeoning medium of radio, to
lead it to far wider audiences and even greater acclaim, as
discussed in Part Two.
Jean Goldkette and his WGN Dance Orchestra
In mid-October 1928, the Jean Goldkette orchestra led by
Harold Stokes transferred to the prestigious Drake Hotel in
Chicago. However, it did not play for the hotel’s patrons, but
instead started a tenure as ‘house orchestra’ for WGN, the
Chicago Tribune’s radio station, which, from 1924 until the early
1930s, was situated on top of the Drake Hotel in what had been
the handball courts, where it broadcast using a 50 kW transmitter.
The Chicago Tribune announced the arrival of the Goldkette
orchestra in a news item of October 7, 1928, entitled W-G-N
Entering New Season With Ambitious Plans:“Displaying that same enterprise and unceasing search for novelty
and the best in programs that has already marked its four years

Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra, late 1928 or early 1929, Silver Forest
Room, Drake Hotel, Chicago: (left to right) Van Fleming, banjo and vocals
(note megaphone); Bill Short, sousaphone; unknown violinist; Harold
Stokes, accordion; unknown violinist; Pee Wee Hunt, trombone; Herb
Quigley?, drums; unknown violinist; Vernon Brown, trombone; Jean
Goldkette (leader); Sterling Bose, trumpet (obscured by Goldkette); Volly
De Faut, tenor sax/clarinet; Earl Baker, trumpet; Carroll Huxley, piano;
Nat Natoli, trumpet; Jack Cordaro, alto sax; Larry Tice, alto sax; unknown
vocal trio. Jean Goldkette’s presence is almost certainly for publicity purposes only; the band was normally ensconced in the WGN radio studios,
also in the Drake Hotel, with Harold Stokes directing rather than Goldkette. Note the banner stating “Victor Records”.
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conducted the band when it took part in a public concert in also concludes that McKinney’s Cotton Pickers had no involveChicago with McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, as outlined later in this ment in these (nor, indeed, any other) Goldkette sides, beyond
article.
the arrangements being by Redman. [7] In the course of preparing
his book, Chilton conducted a considerable amount of research,
Many of the musicians who had been members of the including interviews with surviving members of McKinney’s
Goldkette band at the Trianon Ballroom remained when it Cotton Pickers, such as Dave Wilborn.
relocated to WGN, including Sterling Bose, Earl Baker, Larry Tice,
Volly De Faut, Pee Wee Hunt and Vernon Brown. There was one Here is the entry Rust gives for Victor 21805 in Jazz and Ragtime
significant loss though - Steve Brown was replaced by Bill Short, Records: [11]
playing a more conventional sousaphone. Other new additions
included Jack Cordaro on alto sax and clarinet, and Van Fleming Harold Stokes, pac (when used),v, dir: Earl Baker, Joe Hooven,
Sterling Bose, t / Pee Wee Hunt, Vernon Brown, tb / Volly De Faut,
on guitar/banjo and vocals.
cl, as / Larry Tice, cl, as, ts / Dale Skinner, cl, ts / Bob Strong?, as,
Jean Goldkette and his WGN Dance Orchestra played a key vn / Ben Schriebman, Earl Wright, plus two unknown, vn / Art
role at the radio station, as recalled some years later by Col. Gronwall, p / Van Fleming, bj, v / unknown, bb / Dee Orr, d / Don
Robert R. McCormick, editor and publisher of the Chicago Redman, a. Chicago, November 23, 1928.
Tribune: “WGN had the first real studio orchestra in Jean
Goldkette’s Orchestra”. [15] It was heavily promoted in the 48617-2 My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now - vVF / aDR
Chicago Tribune in 1928 and 1929. A typical example is Vic 21805, HMV EA-473, R-14050
reproduced here. As can be seen, it mentions that the band
numbered 18 and also refers to the musical prowess of the 48617-3 My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now - vVF / aDR
trumpeter and clarinettist, though, as with all such promotions X EVA-10, LVA-3017 (LPs)
that appeared in the Chicago Tribune, the general tone is
redolent of 1920s advertising hyperbole.
48618-2 Don’t Be Like That - vHS / aDR
Vic 21805, HMV B-5600
Three saxes can be heard on both My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds
Now and Don’t Be Like That, as per the original Victor recording
sheet (see Part One), though Rust tentatively adds a fourth (Bob
Strong). The violins are not present on My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now, as noted by Rust. Two flutes are heard during the
vocal chorus on both sides - these may have been played by
Volly De Faut and Larry Tice, as the photograph of the band
reproduced overleaf shows a flute beside each of these
musicians; a bassoon is also heard in the vocal chorus of Don’t
Be Like That. Rust does not list these instruments. Van Fleming
is listed by Rust as only playing banjo, though he can be clearly
heard playing guitar as well as banjo on My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now - he swaps from banjo to guitar at the start of his
vocals, reverting back to banjo for the final chorus. Joe Hooven’s
presence is questionable, given the fact that Nat Natoli was a
member of Goldkette’s earlier Trianon band and is also identifiable on photographs of the WGN orchestra. Lord gives Carol (sic)
Huxley as the pianist instead of Gronwall.

Another of these short Chicago Tribune items emphasizes the
band’s ability to play jazz and talks of “hot modernism”, while a
further one, dated November 7, 1928, refers to “hot new
arrangements” and “the best jazz music in the world”.
November 1928 was also the month that the band recorded two
of its hottest sides for Victor: My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now
and Don’t Be Like That. As noted in Part One of this article, in
his sleeve notes for the RCA LPs of McKinney’s Cotton Pickers’
Take 3 of My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now was not issued
recordings, Daniel Nevers states that several key McKinney on 78 but a master was retained and a test pressing of this take
musicians are present on these sides. In his discography, Tom was later used on two RCA LPs (and, later still, on the Timeless
Lord concurs, giving the following personnel:
CD CBC 1-084). The same is also true for Take 3 of Don’t Be
Like That, though Rust does not list this unissued take in any edi17 musicians using members of the Goldkette and McKinney’s tion of Jazz Records or in Jazz and Ragtime Records. Lord, howCotton Pickers bands from this period, probably including : John ever, lists takes 2 and 3 for both sides.
Nesbitt, Sterling Bose (tp) Pee Wee Hunt (tb) Volly De Faut (cl)
Don Redman (cl, as, arr) Carol Huxley (p) Dave Wilborn (bj) Cuba Sterling Bose, Larry Tice and Pee Wee Hunt take solos on My
Austin (d) Van Fleming (vcl) Harold Stokes (dir, vcl) [16]
Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now, and Bose and Tice also solo
briefly on Don’t Be Like That. When interviewed in the early
Despite such attributions, nowadays it is generally accepted 1950s, Bose remembered this recording session and stated that
that no McKinney men took part in these recordings, though this My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now was “a McKinney score”. He
does not mean that present-day collectors and researchers are also recalled that the Goldkette band could sound very similar
in total agreement! Brian Rust originally listed both sides as being to McKinney’s Cotton Pickers when playing such arrangements,
by a joint McKinney-Goldkette band, but from the third edition so much so that Victor tried to keep the bands’ styles distinct
of Jazz Records he listed an all-Goldkette personnel, stating that during recordings. [9]. Dan Morgenstern reflected on this
any similarity to McKinney’s Cotton Pickers is due solely to the “McKinney sound” in his liner notes for a McKinney’s Cotton
fact that the arrangements are by Don Redman. In his biography Pickers CD that was released in the early 1990s, noting that the
of McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, published in 1978, John Chilton Goldkette orchestra “....came so close to sounding like
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McKinney’s that to this day discographers want that side, My Birmingham Bertha.
Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now, to have been waxed by our
heroes”. [14]
In Max Kaminsky’s autobiography, the trumpeter recalled
Bose’s work with Goldkette’s WGN orchestra:
“The next day, Charlie (Joindreau) took me down to radio station
WGN to hear another of Jean Goldkette’s bands, with Sterling
Bose on trumpet.....Sterling Bose’s playing sounded marvelous;
of all the trumpeters influenced by Beiderbecke, he was the one
who sounded closest to Bix.” [18]
The Chicago Tribune’s WGN radio listing of October 20, 1929
mentions Bose - using his nickname - along with several other
musicians in Goldkette’s WGN orchestra: “....Quigley raps out
some mean beats on drums, racing with Jackie Cordaro, at the
clarinet, Bozo at his toot’n’ trumpet...”
In his book Lost Chords, the late Richard Sudhalter also refers
to Bose, as well as the Victor recordings the WGN orchestra
made:

Sterling Bose was a superb jazz musician, though his liking for
alcohol led one fellow band member to describe him as “a wildly
intemperate trumpet player”.[17] Before joining Goldkette’s band
at the Pla-Mor Ballroom in Kansas City in late 1927, he had
played and recorded with the Arcadian Serenaders, a small jazz
group that in late 1925 and early 1926 played at the Arcadia
Ballroom in St Louis, opposite Frankie Trumbauer’s band
featuring Bix Beiderbecke. Bose and Bix stuck up a ready friendship, one that was no doubt cemented by the alcohol they
imbibed as roommates at the luxurious Coronado Hotel, where
they resided for several months while working at the Arcadia.
Beiderbecke’s musical influence on Bose can be readily detected
in the Arcadian Serenaders’ OKeh recordings, most obviously at
the start of The Co-Ed (OKeh 4053), where Bose quotes a phrase
that Beiderbecke had played on his own Davenport Blues,
recorded by Gennett in January 1925.
Bose’s Bixian tone is also heard to good effect on a number of
Goldkette sides from the 1928-1929 period. He plays a Bixian
phrase that pops up quite a few times - in the second bar of the
chorus of My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now, for instance.
Bose’s harmonic inventiveness also paraphrases Bix on several
other Goldkette sides from the period, such as in the bridges of
Don’t Be Like That and Take A Good Look At Mine (Victor
21889) and the verse of Birmingham Bertha.
It has been suggested, both in the past and more recently, that
it is McKinney’s Cotton Pickers’ John Nesbitt rather than Sterling
Bose who plays the trumpet solos on the post-Bix Goldkette
recordings that feature Don Redman arrangements. However, a
side-by-side comparison of Bose and Nesbitt reveals differences
in technique and also in their approach as soloists. Both were
admirers of Beiderbecke of course - Bose more overtly so than
Nesbitt - but beyond this Bixian influence the similarities diminish rapidly. Nesbitt is the more passionate of the two players and
is never less than blisteringly hot, and usually very loud! Bose,
on the other hand, is technically more assured, and his approach
as a soloist is more laid back; this is detectable in his two-part
solo in My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now as well as in

“Goldkette also helped form a staff band at Chicago radio station
WGN, a band which made its own excellent recordings for Victor
in 1928-29. In its personnel was cornetist Sterling Bose, a Bix
admirer since playing opposite Beiderbecke and Trumbauer in St
Louis two years before. So Bix-like was his work at this point that
early collectors regularly mistook his obbligatos behind the vocals
of “So Tired” and “Just Imagine” for Beiderbecke. Bose is outstanding in his two long solos on “My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds
Now,” which also features brief appearances by alto saxophonist
Larry Tice....”. [19]
Unlike Sterling Bose and Volly de Faut, Larry Tice is little
remembered today, despite his prodigious talent. As with many
other jazz-inclined dance band musicians, he simply slipped
under the radar when sweeter dance bands came to the fore.
Tice’s distinctive hot though sonorous tone, which is rich in
harmonics, is evident from the Goldkette orchestra’s late 1927
Kansas City recordings right up to the Chicago session of July
1929 that produced Birmingham Bertha. His two-part alto solo
on My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now displays a confident, surefire technique, which allows him to make swoops, octave jumps
and generally to perform inventive, exciting phrases with seeming ease. This and other alto solos featured in the post-Bix
Goldkette recordings under examination in this article have often
been attributed to Don Redman. However, as with Bose and
Nesbitt, a side-by-side comparison of Tice and Redman’s solo
work from the period reveals some noticeable differences. Tice’s
vibrato is less pronounced, and he does not wander off-pitch,
something that Redman, like Nesbitt, was occasionally guilty of.
Stylistically, Tice’s solos are well conceived, deft and agile but,
most strikingly, he makes better use of the harmonic possibilities
within chord structures, while Redman tends to tread more
familiar ground harmonically. Redman himself was realistic about
his talents as a soloist, though perhaps a little too self-effacing:
“I could play parts, pretty things, arrangements, but there were
guys like Benny Carter around, and I never fooled myself thinking I could play jazz like they could”. [10] Hugues Panassié was,
characteristically, far more blunt in his summation: “Redman’s
talent at writing arrangements is very much greater than at
improvising solos”. [20] Redman’s alto solos on McKinney’s Cotton
Pickers’ Milenberg Joys (Victor 21611) and Louis Armstrong’s
Beau Koo Jack (OKeh 8680) are two examples that can be
judged against Tice’s work in this respect.
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In addition to My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now, Don’t Be
Like That and Birmingham Bertha, Tice also takes alto solos on
Sweethearts on Parade (Victor 21800) and Take A Good Look
At Mine. Of the earlier recordings by the Pla-Mor band, Just A
Little Kiss From A Little Miss (Victor 21150) contains a particularly good, albeit short, alto solo by Tice, who drives the sax
section of the band with swing and conviction.

The entertainment industry magazine Variety highlighted Goldkette’s increasing prominence in the radio arena in its March 19,
1929 issue: “The Detroit maestro is a big Victor seller and well
established in Chicago with the Chicago Tribune station.
Goldkette is now on two commercials, on behalf of Mallory hats
and Studebaker motors on Sunday”. Other sponsored NBC radio
programmes featuring the Goldkette orchestra, such as that
sponsored by Skelly Oil, are mentioned in a full page advert in
Other sides recorded by the post-Bix Goldkette orchestra the September 4, 1929 issue of Variety.
should be mentioned at this juncture. Withered Roses (Victor
21804) was recorded at the November 23, 1928 session that Meanwhile, in Detroit, Jean Goldkette outfits based at the Grayproduced My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now and Don’t Be Like stone Ballroom and other nearby establishments could be
That, and An Old Italian Love Song (Victor 22123) was recorded frequently heard broadcasting over the Detroit radio station WJR,
at the same session at which Birmingham Bertha was waxed under such names as Jean Goldkette’s Venetian Ensemble, Ernest
(July 27, 1929). The fact that Withered Roses and An Old Italian Holt and his Blue Room Orchestra (the Blue Room was situated
Love Song are purely straight renditions that sound nothing like in the Book-Cadillac Hotel) and Jack McGay and his Country
recordings by McKinney’s Cotton Pickers has been cited by some Club Orchestra. McKinney’s Cotton Pickers also broadcast from
as an indication that McKinney’s men must have been present the Graystone over WJR, as did the band that played opposite
on the other, jazz-inclined sides that were made during the same them - the Vagabond Orchestra directed by Fred Bergin.
sessions. However, such assumptions negate the fact that top Unfortunately, unlike McKinney’s, Bergin’s band did not record.
dance bands like Goldkette’s were highly versatile. The Redman An illustrated pamphlet issued by WJR mentions both
arrangements allow the Goldkette band’s talented jazz soloists - McKinney’s Cotton Pickers and the Vagabond Orchestra.
Bose, De Faut, Tice and Hunt in particular - to show off their
skills, and the sax and brass sections to display their technical Birmingham Bertha
prowess, but these hot sides represent just one aspect of the In Jazz and Ragtime Records, Brian Rust lists Birmingham Bertha,
band’s overall repertoire. It should be noted, too, that the straight labelled as by Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra, under McKinarrangements are, like the Redman scores, well written and ney’s Cotton Pickers, giving the following personnel: [11]
played with consummate skill; they have well-balanced tonal
John Nesbitt, Langston Curl, t / Claude Jones and another, tb /
colours and a relatively advanced harmonic palette.
Don Redman, as, a / George Thomas, ts / 2 vn according to the
As the radio station’s house orchestra, Jean Goldkette and his files, though none are audible / Harold Stokes, pac / Todd Rhodes,
WGN Dance Orchestra broadcast several times every day, seven p / Dave Wilborn, bj / Ralph Escudero, bb / Cuba Austin, d / Kay
days a week, from the WGN studios at the Drake Hotel. Begin- Palmer, male v. Chicago, July 27, 1929
ning on February 3, 1929, it also broadcast each Sunday evening
coast-to-coast via the NBC network, on which occasion extra 55516-2 Birmingham Bertha - pacHS / vKP
Vic 22077
musicians were hired and the band was titled “Jean Goldkette
and his Studebaker Champions” in deference to the show’s
automotive sponsor. A photograph of the Studebaker Champions NOTE: Victor 22077 as JEAN GOLDKETTE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
is reproduced here; it shows 23 musicians, amongst which
regular sidemen Sterling Bose, Nat Natoli, Pee Wee Hunt, A large number of Internet sites also assign Birmingham Bertha
Vernon Brown, Volly De Faut, Larry Tice, Jack Cordaro, Van to McKinney’s Cotton Pickers. Many such references can be
Fleming, Harold Stokes and pianist Paul Mertz (who joined traced to the liner notes for the Timeless CD Jean Goldkette
Bands 1924-1929 (CBC 1-084), released in 2003. In researching
Goldkette’s WGN band in early 1929) are identifiable.

Jean Goldkette’s Studebaker Champions, WGN Studios, Drake Hotel, Chicago; early to mid-1929: Harold Stokes, conductor and accordion.
Amongst the personnel are Pee Wee Hunt and Vernon Brown, trombones; Nat Natoli, Earl Baker and Sterling Bose, trumpets; Bill Short, sousaphone; Volly De Faut, Larry Tice, Jack Cordaro, saxes; Van Fleming, guitar; Paul Mertz, piano; Greta Woodson, Gertrude Matthews and Lucille
Matthews (“Three Shades Of Blue”), vocals.
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with the remaining personnel being Goldkette men. However,
once again these recordings do not appear in any edition of
Delaunay’s discography. The discography for the Timeless CD
gives an all-Goldkette personnel for these sides, as does Rust in
Jazz and Ragtime Records.
Interestingly, a documented interview of Don Redman made
while he was on tour in Europe during 1946/1947 does exist.
This was conducted by France’s other celebrated jazz critic of
the time, Hugues Panassié, and published in a little-known Irish
magazine called Hot Notes [22] in 1948. A discussion of key
recordings that Redman took part in and/or arranged is given in
the article, but there is no mention of Birmingham Bertha or
any other Goldkette recording.

the Goldkette sides for this CD, Ate van Delden corresponded
with the French jazz critic and writer Daniel Nevers, who wrote
the sleeve notes for the McKinney’s Cotton Pickers RCA LPs
mentioned in Part One of this article. Nevers provided information that was used by Ate van Delden in the following passages
in his liner notes:
“In an interview with Charles Delaunay in 1946, Don Redman
detailed that Birmingham Bertha was actually played by the full
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers and added that one or two other titles
(rejected) were recorded during the same session. According to
him, it was the Goldkette orchestra which should have recorded
these titles of which he, Don Redman, had written the arrangements. But on their way from Detroit to Chicago, the Goldkette
band bus stranded and the orchestra couldn’t make it to the
Victor studio for the first part of the session.

Further evidence that Birmingham Bertha was recorded by
Jean Goldkette’s orchestra and not McKinney’s Cotton Pickers
is provided by the Victor recording sheet for this session, which
is reproduced here. Recording sheets such as this were compiled
at the time of the session, and state the name of the band, the
number of instruments used, matrix and take numbers,
composer credits, and other technical details such as the setting
for the recording amplifier and the pitch of the cutting head.
Various details concerning the session were also logged in the
‘Recording Book’, which was used to appropriate payment for
the recording(s) to the artist(s). The authors have seen the Victor
Recording Book entry for this session. It lists Birmingham Bertha
as having been recorded by Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra,
and shows that the payment for the recording was made on
August 14, 1929. There is no reference to Don Redman or
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers.

Since Don and the Cotton Pickers were in Chicago (and familiar
with the tunes) they replaced the Goldkette (sic). The only
member of the Goldkette band present was accordionist Harold
Stokes who had travelled to Chicago in his own car and could
therefore participate. Male vocalist Kay Palmer does the vocal
chorus.”
According to Nevers, Charles Delaunay interviewed Don
Redman specifically to obtain information for the new edition of
his Hot Discography, which was subsequently published in 1948
as the New Hot Discography. [21] However, this edition does not
list Birmingham Bertha anywhere within its pages, and this is
also the case with all other editions of the discography. If indeed
Redman informed Delaunay that Birmingham Bertha was in fact
a McKinney’s Cotton Pickers recording, it is difficult to understand why Delaunay did not attribute it as such in his discography or, at the very least, mention Redman’s apparently detailed
recollections in a footnote or reference. There was certainly time
enough for him to do so, since the 1948 discography contains
details of jazz recordings made in 1947, after the Redman
interview allegedly took place.
Daniel Nevers has also stated that during the same 1946
interview Don Redman said that he played on Goldkette’s My
Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now and Don’t Be Like That, along
with John Nesbitt, Milton Senior, Cuba Austin and Dave Wilborn,

The recording sheet states that three saxes are present on Birmingham Bertha, and indeed three are heard on the recording.
This corresponds with the three-man sax section of Jean
Goldkette’s WGN orchestra and matches all the other recordings
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it made in 1928 and 1929 in its role as Goldkette’s Victor recording orchestra. All those who attribute Birmingham Bertha to
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers state that only two saxes are present,
with Brian Rust the earliest to list in this way. None of the
verifiable recordings by McKinney’s Cotton Pickers feature only
two saxophones; the sax section was normally four-strong,
occasionally reduced to three when Redman played another
instrument.
Furthermore, two trombones are listed for Birmingham Bertha,
which is also in agreement with what is heard on the record.
Once again, this also matches the personnel for Goldkette’s
WGN orchestra and other recordings it made for Victor in 1928
and 1929. Indeed, Jean Goldkette almost always employed two
trombonists in bands under his own name, stretching all the way
back to early 1924. The two trombonists in Goldkette’s WGN
orchestra, as well as the earlier Trianon band, were Pee Wee
Hunt and Vernon Brown, as photographs show. McKinney’s
Cotton Pickers, however, only had one trombonist at the time –
Claude Jones – and this was the situation until late 1930. Rust,
Nevers, Lord and all other McKinney’s Cotton Pickers attributers
address this anomaly by assigning the second trombone player
on Birmingham Bertha to “other” or “another”.
The Victor recording sheet lists two violins. McKinney’s Cotton
Pickers did not employ violinists and none are featured on its
recordings, whereas Goldkette’s WGN orchestra had a
permanent string section and its violinists can be heard on a
number of the band’s Victor recordings of 1928-1929, such as
Don’t Be Like That. For Birmingham Bertha, Rust states: “2 vn,
according to the files, but none audible”; however, at least one
violin can be heard, most noticeably during the vocal chorus.
Incidentally, the Chicago Tribune of July 21, 1929 reported that
violinist and arranger Victor Young had joined Goldkette’s WGN
orchestra in Chicago earlier that month.
The banjoist on Birmingham Bertha plays on beats 2 and 4.
This is also the case with other Goldkette recordings of the WGN
period, on all of which Van Fleming is known to be the player.
On McKinney’s Cotton Pickers’ recordings though, Dave
Wilborn plays strong on all beats (1, 2, 3 and 4), which is what
Don Redman required, as Wilborn himself recalled: “Redman
wanted that strong four-four banjo beat.” [7] In another interview,
Wilborn gave further details: “The beat was the basis of what
made the McKinney’s Cotton Pickers because the Jean Goldkette
Orchestra was playing two beats to the measure - it was more of
a sweet band - but we were playing four-four....it gave the band
a happy sound and the people could not resist dancing....they
would just go crazy.” [23]

ice. These transcriptions were recorded by Marsh Laboratories,
the same company that made Autograph records. As with
Autograph recordings, the transcriptions were made using
carbon microphones rather than the superior condenser microphones of the Western Electric system. This resulted in a thin
sound with a limited frequency range, acceptable for early radio
broadcasting and listening-in with primitive loudspeakers or
“telephones” but all too obvious when reproduced on modern
audio equipment.
The authors have heard the Eskimo Pie Orchestra’s version of
Birmingham Bertha, thanks to the generosity of researcher and
writer Anthony Baldwin, the author of Le Mysterieux Monsieur
Goldkette (VJM 138, Summer 2005). The orchestration is not by
Don Redman but instead is a stock arrangement with space
allocated for solos, as is the case with other Eskimo Pie Orchestra
numbers. The solos here are taken by Harold Stokes on pianoaccordion and Volly De Faut on clarinet. Sterling Bose does not
solo, though he is clearly audible throughout the track. The
Goldkette drummer’s distinctive brush work is also in evidence.
In all, the line-up is that typically used for playing dance band
stock arrangements: two trumpets, one trombone, three saxes
and a rhythm section, with Harold Stokes on piano-accordion.
Other recordings by the Eskimo Pie Orchestra are currently
available via the Internet at www.dailymotion.com
/video/x8kf0r_1929-radio-showeskimo-pie-orchestra_news, and
also
at
www.redhotjazz.com/goldo.html
and
www.claxtonola.com/otr/bryanotrmp3.html. The tunes include
What A Day!, Yours Sincerely, Junior and Heigh Ho, Ev’rybody.
What A Day! is the hottest of these, with Bose, De Faut (on
clarinet again) and Stokes taking excellent solos. De Faut also
plays two short clarinet solos on Yours Sincerely, while Larry Tice
takes the tenor sax solo on Junior. Heigh Ho, Ev’rybody features
a good piano-accordion solo by Stokes, who is also announced
as the director of the band.
WGN broadcasts in July 1929 – the crucial dates
In July 1929, Goldkette’s WGN orchestra broadcast several times
every evening from the WGN studios at the Drake Hotel, with
the times varying between 7:00 and midnight depending on the
date. On the dates of particular interest here - July 26 and 27,
1929 - the broadcasts were at 10:30 to 10.40 and 11:20 to
11.45 each evening. Listings published in the Chicago Tribune
for these specific broadcasts are reproduced here.
As the Goldkette orchestra was broadcasting from WGN’s
studios in Chicago late into the evening of July 26, 1929, a long
journey by band bus from Detroit (as reported in the Timeless
CD liner notes) to record Birmingham Bertha at Victor’s studios
in Chicago the next morning would obviously have been totally
unnecessary, and for the same reason, Harold Stokes would not
have needed to drive his own car from Detroit to Chicago to
participate in this session.

Finally, the drummer’s brush work on Birmingham Bertha is
very similar to that on other 1928-1929 Goldkette sides, but is
notably different to Cuba Austin’s use of brushes (for comparison,
listen to McKinney’s Will You, Won’t You Be My Babe). In addition, the distinctive crash cymbal heard in the coda of Birmingham Bertha can also be heard in the codas of other Goldkette
Moreover, Harold Stokes and his fellow musicians in
sides from the period, such as Take A Good Look At Mine, but Goldkette’s WGN orchestra are listed in Chicago telephone and
not in any of McKinney’s Cotton Pickers’ recordings.
musicians union directories as being residents of Chicago (or
Chicago suburbs) during the 1928-1929 period. Sterling Bose
The Eskimo Pie Orchestra
and Pee Wee Hunt, for instance, both lived at 1428 Lunt
In July 1929, a contingent of 12 musicians from Goldkette’s Avenue, Volly De Faut lived at 8123 Maryland Avenue, and
WGN orchestra recorded a number of radio transcriptions in Harold Stokes’ address was 1044 Sheridan Road.
Chicago as The Eskimo Pie Orchestra, a nom-de-plume in
honour of the radio show’s sponsor, the Eskimo Pie Corporation
Even if we disregard all the evidence given above and place
of Louisville, Kentucky, makers of the famous Eskimo Pie choc Goldkette’s WGN orchestra - or members from it - in Detroit,
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another Goldkette-owned venue, the Edgewater Ballroom,
which was situated in the nearby Edgewater Amusement Park.
In Bands and Orchestras - Routes for Next Week, an occasional
column in Variety that provided the names of dance bands and
the location for their appearances at various venues, there
appears the listing “McKinney’s - Edgewater Ballroom, Detroit”
in all the May to September 1929 issues of the magazine in
which the column appeared (May 23, June 12, July 24, July 31,
August 7, September 4 and September 18). In addition, the
band’s appearances at the Graystone Ballroom are mentioned
in various newspapers of the time, such as the Detroit Free Press
and the Chicago Defender. A news item in the latter, dated July
20, 1929, states:
“On Monday night, July 8, Detroit, Michigan, had the honor of
hearing one of Chicago’s premier musical organizations which was
none other than Huff’s Harmony Girls. They played in the famous
Greystone [sic] Ballroom, Detroit, and fought out a jazz battle
against McKinney’s Cotton Pickers Orchestra.”
Thus, it can be seen that McKinney’s Cotton Pickers were appearing regularly in Detroit throughout July 1929, and therefore
would not have been available to record, at short notice,
Birmingham Bertha on July 27 in Chicago, 237 miles away.

one might question why they would journey by band bus or car
along the poor roads of the time when a reliable train service
was available. Indeed, McKinney’s Cotton Pickers availed themselves of the Detroit to Chicago train service for their own recording sessions. Cuba Austin recounted the trip that the band made
for its debut session of July 11, 1928:
“The boys were wild with excitement about recording, and on
the train to Chicago there was a lot of drinking, laughing, and
talking; everybody was in great spirits. We just kept walking and
cutting up the length of the train through the entire night. Most
of us didn’t go to bed or get any sleep. Next morning we showed
up at Victor in very boisterous spirits, and we trouped into the
studio shouting and rarin’ to go.....” [9]
Furthermore, Jean Goldkette himself travelled by train when he
visited Chicago. One of the WGN orchestra’s vocalists, Greta
Woodson, who lived to see her 103rd birthday, recalled that she
had met Goldkette “a couple of times when he came in on the
train from Detroit to check up on the WGN band”. [24]
Despite searching through newspaper archives and other
sources (including several issues of N.A.C.’s own in-house
magazine Graystone Topics), the authors found no evidence of
Harold Stokes and a Goldkette outfit from Chicago playing at the
Graystone Ballroom or anywhere else in Detroit during July
1929. This is not surprising, as the Stokes-led Goldkette orchestra
was contractually tied to the WGN radio studios in Chicago and
very rarely made appearances “in public”; historical evidence
for this is provided in the following section.

The authors’ extensive searches through newspaper archives
found only one item concerning an appearance by McKinney’s
Cotton Pickers in Chicago in 1929. This was on May 18, 1929,
when the band took part in a “Le Bal Moderne” with Jean Goldkette’s WGN orchestra at the Stevens Hotel, situated in
Chicago’s South Loop. This public concert was a unique event
for the WGN orchestra, as it did not normally appear outside the
confines of the radio studios. The Chicago Tribune of May 12,
1929 gave details about the concert, in an item headed “Goldkette and Orchestra at Stevens May 18 - Will Be Only Public Appearance”:
“....Since their first appearance in Chicago last October, when
they became regular performers on WGN, they have won thousands of friends in Chicago and vicinity who have expressed a desire to see their favorite jazz orchestra in person. Mr Goldkette
has agreed to permit the band to leave studio scenes for one
evening and entertain their regular listeners where they can be
seen and heard....”
For the occasion, Jean
Goldkette conducted the
WGN orchestra himself relieving Harold Stokes of
his duties in this capacity
- in order to give the
band’s followers the
chance to see its illustrious leader in the flesh.
This in itself was also
rather unusual; as noted
in the Detroit Free Press
of July 9, 1929 “Unlike
most of the successful
conductors, Goldkette
seldom appears in front
of his orchestras”.

McKinney’s Cotton Pickers in July 1929
In the summer of 1929, McKinney’s Cotton Pickers played at
their “home”, the Graystone Ballroom in Detroit, as well as at
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An advertisement for
this concert appeared in

the Chicago Tribune and is reproduced here. As can be seen, it 55517-3 An Old Italian Love Song - vVF
describes the bands as “Exclusive Victor Artists”. Greta Woodson
Victor 22123, HMV R-14337
recalled this concert in an interview with bandleader Josh
Duffee. [24]
55518-1-2-3 Can’t You Understand? - vVF
Unissued
Conclusion
First, let’s recapitulate the findings for Birmingham Bertha, 55519-1-2 Sweetness - vVF and members of the band
which, amongst the various sides recorded by the post-Bix
Unissued
Goldkette orchestra, has courted the most controversy.
* Arrangement by Don Redman. Solos in order, by performer and
The historical evidence in favour of Birmingham Bertha being number of bars: De Faut (cl) - 4 / Bose - 4+4 / Stokes - 4+4 /
a McKinney’s Cotton Pickers side is based on an undocumented Tice (alto) - 8 / Stokes - 4 / Mertz - 2. After the vocal, Hunt, Tice
interview of Don Redman by Charles Delaunay, cited by Ate van and Bose exchange 1-bar breaks.
Delden in the liner notes of a Timeless CD (CBC 1-084). Details 1) The Chicago Tribune of July 21, 1929 states that Victor Young
about this interview were supplied by Daniel Nevers, who stated had recently joined the band. Only one violin can be heard in
that Don Redman told Charles Delaunay that Birmingham Birmingham Bertha, but two are discernible in An Old Italian Love
Bertha was a McKinney’s Cotton Pickers side and that Song. According to Rust, the first name of the unknown violinist
McKinney’s Cotton Pickers were in Chicago on July 27, 1929, is “Bill”.
at a time when a band bus carrying the Goldkette men from 2) Paul Mertz was a member of the Jean Goldkette band from
Detroit to Chicago for a scheduled recording session became 1923 to early 1927, when he left to join Fred Waring’s Pennsylstranded. Don Redman and McKinney’s Cotton Pickers’ side- vanians. Mertz stayed with Waring for two years. He joined
men were contacted and substituted for the Goldkette band at Goldkette’s WGN Dance Orchestra in Chicago in early 1929.
3)
Harold Stokes plays accordion (to be precise, piano-accordion)
the recording session that produced Birmingham Bertha.
on 55516-2 only, as noted on the Victor recording sheet.
This account of events is incompatible with the historical
evidence that the authors have gathered and which is presented The evidence presented for the other Jean Goldkette recording
sessions discussed in this article - namely those of July 12, 1928,
in this article.
which produced That’s Just My Way Of Forgetting You, and
The Jean Goldkette orchestra that recorded for Victor in 1928 November 23, 1928 (My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now and
and 1929 was based in Chicago, initially at the Trianon Ballroom Don’t Be Like That) - strongly indicates that no McKinney men
and then, from October 1928, at the WGN radio studios situated took part on these sides either. Though McKinney’s Cotton
on top of the Drake Hotel. As the “house orchestra” of WGN, Pickers also recorded in the same studios on these dates, the
Jean Goldkette and his WGN Dance Orchestra broadcast several Victor ledgers show that their sessions were separate from
times each day throughout July 1929, most notably on July 26 Goldkette’s. The only verifiable connection is the fact that the
and July 27 (the day before and the day of the recording of Goldkette sides feature arrangements by Don Redman, who is
Birmingham Bertha at Victor’s Chicago studios), as radio listings
in the Chicago Tribune testify. We have also been able to
ascertain that members of the band were Chicago residents,
through their being listed in Chicago telephone books, musicians
union directories and the Chicago Polk Directory of 1928-1929.
Meanwhile, McKinney’s Cotton Pickers were appearing in
Detroit at their home base, the Graystone Ballroom, and at the
nearby Edgewater Park Ballroom, which was also owned by the
Jean Goldkette-Charlie Horvath organisation.
The historical evidence provided in this article, together with a
thorough aural evaluation of the recording, leads to the
conclusion that Birmingham Bertha, released on Victor 22077,
was recorded by Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra as labelled
and not McKinney’s Cotton Pickers. We assign the following
personnel to the Birmingham Bertha session:
Jean Goldkette and his Orchestra
Nat Natoli, Sterling Bose, t / Pee Wee Hunt, Vernon Brown, tb /
Larry Tice, as, cl / Jack Cordaro, as, cl / Volly De Faut, ts, cl /unknown, vn / Victor Young, 1) vn, arr / Paul Mertz, 2) p / Harold
Stokes, 3) pac, dir / Van Fleming, bj, gtr, v / Bill Short, bb / Herb
Quigley, d, vib / Kay Palmer, male v. Chicago, July 27, 1929
55515-1-2-3 I’m Refer’n’ Just To Her ‘n’ Me - vKP
Unissued
55516-2 Birmingham Bertha* - vKP
Victor 22077
Don Redman. Courtesy Frank Driggs Collection.
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also known to have rehearsed the band. Sterling Bose’s
statement that the Goldkette recording of My Blackbirds Are
Bluebirds Now is a “McKinney score” and his recollection that
the band could sound very like McKinney’s Cotton Pickers when
playing such arrangements are of significance in this respect.
It has been reported that Milton Senior’s name appears on the
recording sheet for the Goldkette session in which That’s Just
My Way Of Forgetting You was made, but the reproduction of
the original Victor recording sheet in Part One of this article
clearly shows that this is not the case.
Moreover, the Goldkette musicians that solo on these sides namely Sterling Bose, Larry Tice, Volly De Faut and Pee Wee
Hunt - have also been identified as soloing on other post-Bix
Goldkette recordings, including: Just Imagine (Bose); Sweethearts On Parade (Tice); That’s What Puts The “Sweet” In
Home, Sweet Home (Tice, Hunt, Bose, De Faut); and Take A
Good Look At Mine (De Faut, Bose, Tice). Bose and Tice also
take solos/breaks on earlier Victor recordings made by Goldkette’s band in Kansas City.
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SHURE V15 IIIE 78rpm stylus assemblies wanted
(original reference VN78E) - must be original
Shure manufacture, not modern (and inferior)
reproductions. Best prices paid regardless of
stylus condition as long as the cantilever is
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